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TESTIMONIALS
“Wow, some time went into 
designing this! Great quality 
product.”
- Matt, Electrician/Fire Alarm 
Technician

“Highly recommend this product. 
Simple, quick and easy to install.”
- Rob, Electrician

“Awesome!”
- Christian, Fire Alarm Technician

The most versatile Void Detector Bracket



Features
Constructed from high quality materials 
Weighs just 1.2kg in its tallest form
Its 128mm opening, means it can be used with a larger 
variety of detectors.
The clever clamping design allows it to be used in 
ceiling thicknesses ranging from 8mm to 32mm
The clamping design gives it the additional ability to be 
back blocked for some of those lighter duty ceilings or 
ceiling tiles.
Less screws means less time working above your head
Installs in minutes
Incredibly user friendly
Easy access for future maintenance and testing
Currently successfully used in Australia, UK, Ireland, 
Spain and more!

FAQs
What ceiling thicknesses are the Rapid Bracket® 
compatible with?
The Rapid Bracket® is compatible with ceiling 
thicknesses from 8mm to 32mm.

How long does it take to install the Rapid Bracket®?
The Rapid Bracket® takes just minutes to be installed!

Where can I find the Rapid Bracket®?
You can purchase the Rapid Bracket® through any of 
our distribution partners in the UK, Ireland, Spain and 
Australia.

Do you have other innovative time saving products ? 
Yes! Check out the Rapid Base® Ceiling Access Point 
at www.rapid-base.com

More time saving products coming soon!

What detector types are compatible with the Rapid 
Bracket®?
Most ELV commercial style detectors less than 128mm wide  
and up to 500 grams in weight. 

What size hole do I cut for the Rapid Bracket®?
You can cut the hole 165mm in diameter. 

Do i need to reinforce the ceiling?
Because there are an infinite amount of ceiling types and 
materials, that decision is up to you. The Rapid Bracket® 
is Ultra strong and light weight, it weighs only 1.25kg in its 
tallest form.

Can the Rapid Bracket® reach a 3-meter tall ceiling cavity?
Yes, the Rapid Bracket’s telescopic tubes give it the ability to 
be installed in ceiling cavities ranging from just 0.55m, all 
the way to 3m in height!

About
The Patented Rapid Bracket® is the worlds most versatile Void 
Detector Holder. It allows the easy installation and future 
maintenance of detectors in inaccessible or hard to reach 
ceiling spaces from 550mm to 3000mm in height. Using the 
Rapid Bracket® removes the need for access hatches, leaving 
a sleek aesthetically pleasing finish.

Constructed from ultra-high heat resistant engineering polymers 
and ultra-light weight anodized aluminium, the Rapid Bracket® 
weighs just 1.2kg in its tallest form. Its 128mm opening, means 
it can be used with a larger variety of detectors. The clever 
clamping design allows it to be used in ceiling thicknesses 
ranging from 8mm to 32mm, and gives it the additional ability 
to be back blocked for some of those lighter duty ceilings or 
ceiling tiles. Designed for RAPID installation straight from the 
box.
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